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Germany, 1985.The Reich Council has fallen and the Reich is sundered in two, but the uneasy

peace will not last long. To the east, Karl Holliston - now styling himself the Fuhrer of the Greater

German Reich - is planning the conquest of Berlin and the destruction of the rebels, while to the

west Germanyâ€™s former satellites are planning a bid for independence and the North Atlantic

Alliance is uneasily considering just what will happen to the Reichâ€™s vast arsenal of nuclear

weapons.As the civil war begins, as the Panzers begin their advance on Berlin, the rebels are

forced to fight to save their revolution ...... Or watch helplessly as a jackboot stamps down on

Germany, forever.[Like my other self-published Kindle books, Chosen of the Valkyries is DRM-free.

You may reformat it as you choose. There is a large sample of the text â€“ and my other books â€“

on my site: chrishanger.net. Try before you buy.]
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Continuing on the story of a world in which Hitler won the war but the Reich failed to win the peace,

Nuttall gives his readers the first part of the civil war within the Reich between the SS and German

moderates (that is, in comparison to the SS - many of them have positions that would revolt today's



readers). Realistic in his depiction of the constraints imposed upon both sides with characters with

realistic motivations, this is a set of books which cries out to be a miniseries.

I really enjoyed this and to be honest, as a adamant WW2 amateur historian, I thought I would

become a bit weary of it by now. However, the author's handling of the characters and events and

especially his ability to keep it realistic keeps one's interest. The story is sort of a mix between what

would have happened if some of Hitler's major mistakes were not made and the Nazis won WW2

and how their ideology, much like the Soviets, resulted in the same stagnant quagmire later in

history as they rotted from within. In this alternate history, it results in civil war after a young

university student lights the flame that moves the people to revolution. Nuttall always does excellent

big-picture war scenes and he is at his best as air and land power on both sides are moved across

the battlefield taking you with them. Yes, it's a great book and a great series and I will definitely be

looking forward to the third installment.

An alternate reality where Hitler did not go to war with united states. Instead he fought Britain to a

stalemate eventually getting a peace agreement and conquered Russia.Everyone in Germany is

upset but like the Arab spring nobody realizes their neighbors are just as frustrated When they do

realize it the power of public demonstration comes alive aided by the requirement that the soldiers

do not want to fire on civilians. Although SS was OK with killing demonstrators. This leads to

revolution. After the revolution the country dissolves into factions the hard core SS versus rest of

military combined with whats left of civilian oversight now led by the rebels.. Battles for Germany

begins. Fairly classic military story line - the SS are the bad guys and commit atrocities. This is part

2 of 3 and only covers initial battle for Berlin leaving a lot of open issues and ending on a predictable

cliffhanger (don't want to add any spoilers, but you can see it coming in last quarter of book)

.Christopher Nuttall seems to have sold out ending thsi book and his most recent schooled in magic

series book on cliffhangers a practice he didn't use to employ so frequently.

A truly interesting and fascinating book with what may be a reflection on today's society as well as a

fictional story about WWII and the years after. It was skillfully written in such a way that you came to

know each main character and felt their trials and anguish as they strive for their goals. The more I

read the more I wanted to read and the more I kept seeing our world today being reflected in so

many ways.True it is an alternate history and takes a little adjustment to comprehend the world as it

exists in the story, but it is not any kind of weird world war story.I enjoyed it very much and am no



looking forward ot the third installment which should bring it to a conclusion.

The second installment to the series was excellent, more development of the characters, the

Provincial Government. The depiction of combat between the Third Reich forces and the rebels, as

well as the strategies used by the defending forces. The book was very well written, one suggestion

could you please ask Mr. Nuttall to include a German term glossary in the front of the book, to

include the German Waffen S.S. and army rank structure. That being said, please, please let me

know when the next installment is ready.

The second book of an alternate reality. Germany and America are in a arms race, Germany is now

in a bitter civil war. I have studied WW2 extensively and have several degrees and it seems that if a

few things had played out differently in each country the scenario is plausible. A good read if you

have an imagination. I will read book 3.

Interesting twist on how history would be different with only a few minor changes in what our history

experienced. Some unusual social commentary and some thoughtful observations on how life and

politics work.

I am not going to post a long diatribe about this book. If you read my review of book one of this

trilogy, you likely know what I disliked about it. If you did not read that review, go check out out.All of

the problems that gave me cause to give book 1 only 2 stars were magnified and indeed even

worse in this effort. Now I will read the third book not because of wanting to read it but in order to

find out just how bad this series can be.Dont waste your time
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